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Foreword

12,185

48

202,400

Shipboard
Employees

Shoreside Office
Locations

Operating Days*
148 Days / 0.07%

Average in 2019

Worldwide

unplanned downtime rate

549

40,286,946

24,000

Vessels in
Fleet (Q4 2019)

Deadweight
Tonnage

Port Calls

Total

284,686

Approximate
number of

0.25

Twenty-foot Equivalent
Unit TEU Capacity
(Average 3,515)

2,010

Shore personnel trained
in Compliance
& Company Ethics
during 2019

LTI Rate**
32% Improvement
compared to 2018

Ship Management Operating Model
Fleet Cells

• Responsible for Flawless Service Delivery

•  Autonomous, accountable and empowered

• Comprehensive, multi-disciplinary and dedicated team

•  Local market knowledge and technical expertise

Centres of
Expertise

Global Crew Sourcing and Management

• Own and develop
best practices

Global Digital Ship Management Platform

44,000 International seafarers

• Support Fleet Cells

• Own the systems

• Provides transparency

• Benchmark and
analyse trends

• Ensures consistent service delivery

• Ensure compliance

• Enables data mining
• Facilitates best practice & knowledge sharing

Technical Services
Your partner for
technical services

Supply Chain

Leveraging scale to reduce
procurement costs

Insurance

• HSEQ management • Vessel performance
• Asset management

• Custom dashboards

• Crew management
• Opex management

Cover for all circumstances

*   Unplanned downtime includes all vessels managed during 2019.
** A lost time incident is an incident that results in absence from work beyond the date or shift when it occurred.
The rate is calculated as: (lost time incidents) / (1,000,000 hours worked)
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While maintaining commercial success
is critical, we believe the issues of
climate change and sustainability must
remain high on the agenda as we look
to continue to grow and offer the best
service possible to our partners.
That is why we have chosen this time
to reflect our position in our first ESG
report.

DWT

Number of Managed

During this unprecedented period of uncertainty for all
businesses, industries, and communities, it is important
that we do not lose sight of the impact our industry has
on the environment and our obligation to continually
seek solutions to improve it.

Crew Services

Travel, Training, Catering and
Well-being for your crew

As the CEO of the world’s leading ship management and
marine services provider, I believe that we have a dual
responsibility. Firstly, to be leaders in establishing the
benchmark on Environmental, Social, and Governance.
Secondly, to advance a moral imperative to work
continuously toward a cleaner, more equitable and
more diverse operation. Heady goals, but ones I know
that we can achieve.
Being open and honest about our ESG metrics is the first
step in helping us progress toward positive change while
allowing business partners to make informed decisions
about working with us. I am personally encouraged by
the measures taken to build on our safety culture ashore
and for our 44,000 colleagues that we support in the
marine and offshore industries, and by the advances we
have made across the fleet in safety performance, as
well as supporting our owners in the use of low sulphur
fuels and thereby reduced emissions.
Safety is at the forefront of everything we do. Simply put,
our ambition is to be the safest, most highly effective
operator in the marine services industry. Year on year
reports on safety performance of our managed fleet
continue to improve and we are committing to at least
a 10% reduction target in all safety related KPI metrics
in 2020. We will also continue to take an active stance
in the marine services industry, which includes active
participation in proactive safety initiatives.
Two notable past examples of this were becoming a
founding partner of the HiLo Risk Management, and
being part of “Partners in Maritime Safety,” an industry
safety programme that has contributed to a 200%
decrease in serious accidents since 2012.
Our commitment to reducing the environmental impact
of our operations is currently built around three focus
areas. Reducing harmful emissions, eliminating singleuse plastics and enhancing awareness of environmental
responsibilities throughout V.Group. Some of our key
objectives include having 100% of employees trained
on environmental and energy awareness from 2021, as

well as a reduction of 24% of plastic and 20% reduction
in paper consumption in 2020.
V.Group continues to provide meaningful employment to
thousands around the world. This is something I am very
proud of. We now must focus on ensuring our company
culture is not just meaningful, but one that promotes
fairness, inclusion and diversity. I am extremely buoyed
by the work we have done in mental well-being and will
drive similar initiatives in other areas.
While I feel we are doing many of the right things, I
know we can do more, and this ESG report establishes
a starting point for progress to even higher standards
across a number of key areas; something I will be
personally involved in over the weeks and months to
come and beyond. Of course, none of this progress
would be possible without the support from our Board
and our shared desire to continually improve compliance
and performance.
The world is moving at a seemingly faster rate than ever,
and here at V.Group our aim is to be at the forefront
of positive change, building on what we have already
achieved. As we move forward, we are committed to
ensuring all of our key decisions and initiatives take into
account best ESG practices. In this way we will best
position ourselves to support our customers, and other
industry partners in achieving our common goal: to
create a safer, cleaner, and more sustainable industry.

Graham Westgarth, CEO V.Group
The problems facing society in areas such as climate
change and inequality are urgent and complex.  
Consequently, like many other industries, shipping
is facing an increased amount of scrutiny.
V.Group remains committed to adopt and promote
the highest standards and to take a leadership role
in driving progress. Leadership starts with our Board
and ESG topics are central to our Board agenda.
We take the view that business success should not
be at the expense of people or the planet.
Through leveraging our V.Group operating model,
we are dedicated to achieving and maintaining
industry-leading performance in safety and the
environment across our global operations. Graham
and his team drive this work with passion and
commitment.
On behalf of the V Group Board, I fully endorse
the tremendous efforts being made by V.Group to
progress all areas of ESG. This first report gives an
honest, balanced view of progress and challenges
and I commend it to you.

John Pattullo, Chairman
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Key Metrics & Targets
The following table outlines key metrics and objectives / targets from our
2019 metric disclosure. For more information, including definitions, please
see our 2019 ESG Disclosure Paper.

Total GHG Emissions

Cargo Transportation Fleet,
Logistics and Air Travel

Total Fleet Energy
Consumption
Environmental

Cargo Transportation Fleet

Total Shoreside Energy
Consumption
Total Pollutant Emissions
Cargo Transportation Fleet

Social

13,694,985 t CO2-e

175, 935, 449 GJ
(4,202,146 tonnes of fuel oil
consumed)
2,073,715 GJ
(21% from renewable sources)
579,358.56 mt

Improvement targets and strategy
under discussion*
Have proactive conversations with
our clients to make them aware
of the alternatives and benefits of
alternative fuel sources
30% of energy from renewable
sources (2021 Target)
Improvement targets and strategy
under discussion*

0.625 m3

0m3 (-100%)

Total Plastic Disposed

11,864 m3

9,000 m3 (-24%)

13.14 mt

10.51 mt (-20%)

Lost Time Incident Rate

0.25

Bribery and Corruption
Charges

$0

Total Number of Marine
Incidents

64 (Rate of 2.25)

0.23 (-10%)

0.97 (≥-10%)

Number of Employees

2,709

N/A

Group Executive Team
Makeup (M / F%)

89 / 11

Extended Leadership team
Makeup (M / F%)

92 / 8

All Shore Based Group
Employee Makeup (M / F%)

51 / 49
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171,995 t CO2-e

Total Pollutant Emissions
Total BW / GW** Discharge
(% Treated / Untreated)

2,211,091 GJ
(52,811 tonnes of fuel oil)
5,967 mt
247,021 m3 (39 / 61)

An absolute target figure for
consumption emissions rated
figures cannot be set due to vessel
layup due to Covid-19
2019 considered a data collection
year

2.7% of total being untreated BW

Total Number of Notices
of Violations Received for
Dumping

0

Fleet Average CDC Vessel
Sanitation Program
Inspection Score

96%

>96% (0 failures)

Average PSC Deficiencies
/ Inspection

1.39

1.17 (≥-10%)

Total Number of
Marine Incidents

5

0

4 (≥10%)

* 2019 reporting being our base year, we are having top level discussion to create target implementation.
**  Black Water (BW) / Grey Water (GW). Grey water is defined in IMO (International Maritime Organization) resolution MEPC.227(64) as follows: “2.7
Grey water – is drainage from dishwater, galley sink, shower, laundry, bath and washbasin drains and does not include drainage from toilets, urinals,
hospitals, and animal spaces, as defined in regulation 1.3 of MARPOL Annex IV and does not include drainage from cargo spaces.”  The term black
water is not officially used by the regulatory authorities and is therefore not clearly defined. In general, the term black water is used to mean “sewage”
as defined in Annex IV of the MARPOL Convention.

Rate of 2.17(≥-10%)    

1.075

100 / 0

Total GHC Emissions

2020 Target / Improvement

$0

Average PSC Deficiencies
/ Inspection

Board Makeup (M / F%)

2019 Disclosure

Total Fleet Energy
Consumption

2020 Target / Improvement

Total Spill Volume

Total Paper Use

Governance

2019 Disclosure

Cruise

Key Metric

Key Metric

Improvement targets and strategy
under discussion*
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Environmental
As one of the largest companies in our sector, we are very
aware of our relationship with the environment.
Although the shipping industry is one of the
most efficient modes of transporting goods,
its contribution to global emissions is still
material. This means the industry faces a
significant challenge to tackle emissions
and thus becoming more sustainable.
V.Group intends to be at the forefront of
this debate and associated initiatives.
Our aim to ensure our environmental impact is
kept to a minimum, whilst continuing to
deliver the highest quality of service to our
clients, is one of our key goals.
Our commitment to reducing the environmental
impact of our operations is spearheaded by a
Committee established in 2019. In the short
term it has three goals namely, reducing
harmful emissions, eliminating singleuse plastics and enhancing awareness of
environmental responsibilities throughout
V.Group.
We aim to continually minimise the emissions
to the environment from all our operations
Key Metric

and have already integrated several energy
saving measures into our processes. These
focus on our commitment to have 100% of
employees educated in environmental and
energy awareness from 2021 onwards.
As part of the above strategy, we are asking
our suppliers and contractors to align with
our rigorous environmental standards. This
is promoted and monitored through an internal
feedback system which rates their “respect for
the environment” and will form a key part of the
decision-making process when considering
continuing to engage with suppliers. This is
critical to ensuring our whole chain of operations
can meet our long-term environmental goals.
V.Group’s responsibility to the environment is
not just limited to the operations on the oceans;
discussions are already taking place to
formulate a multi-year plan to improve on
the 21% of our offices which already use
renewable sources of energy.

2019 Disclosure
13,694,985 t CO2-e

Improvement targets and strategy under
discussion*

Total Fleet Energy
consumption

175, 935, 449 GJ
(4,202,146 tonnes of
HFO consumed)

Have proactive conversations with our clients
to make them aware of the alternatives and
benefits of alternative fuel sources

Total Pollutant
Emissions

2,073,715 GJ
(21% from renewable sources)

30% of energy from renewable sources
(2021 Target)

579,358.56 mt

Improvement targets and strategy under
discussion*

Total Spill Volume

0.625 m3

0m3 (-100%)

Total Plastic
Disposed

11,864 m3

9,000 m3 (-24%)

13.14 mt

10.51 mt (-20%)

Total Paper Use

The life cycle of a ship is hugely environmentally
intensive and although V.Group endorses and
fully complies with the IMO’s Hong Kong
Convention for the Safe and Environmentally
Sound Recycling of Ships (2009), V.Group
intends to implement the requirements of the
EU Ship Recycling Regulation (EU SRR) by
the end of 2020. We understand ship recycling
is a very sensitive environmental and ethical
issue for the industry as a whole and we intend

to support our clients to be at the forefront
of continually improving standards and
expectations from governments and NGOs on
this matter.
Our long-term strategy includes the
ambition to support our customers as they
move towards the technology selection
associated with the development of
commercially viable zero emission vessels
operating along deep-sea trade routes by
2030.
Such solutions will need to be supported by
the necessary infrastructure for scalable zerocarbon energy sources including production,
distribution, storage and bunkering. To support
this goal, V.Group has become a member of
the Global Maritime Forum – “Getting to
Zero Coalition”, as we understand that if the
industry is going to overcome this immense
challenge, then working collaboratively will
be crucial to making sustainable progress.

2020 Target / Improvement

Total Group GHG
Emissions

Total Shoreside
Energy Consumption

Another key goal which we believe is achievable
in the short term is the elimination of singleuse plastics from all our operations. V.Group
will lead the way in helping to eliminate marine
plastic litter from our seas. We have created
the V.Group ‘Single-Use Plastic Charter’
launched in 2019 in co-operation with the
UK Chamber of Shipping to demonstrate our
commitment by working to eliminate the use
of non-essential single-use plastics. Our goal
for 2020 is a reduction of 24% of plastic and
20% reduction in paper consumption.

* 2019 reporting being our base year, we are having top level discussion to create target implementation.
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Social
Safety is at the forefront of everything we do. Simply put, our ambition
is to be the safest, most highly skilled operator in the industry.
Safety is at the forefront of everything
we do. Safety derived Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs) account for most of
our internal standards and are one
of the key metrics on which we base
employee rewards and remunerations.
Our commitment to creating the safest
possible working environment for our
employees forms the cornerstone of all
decision-making processes

for all seafarers. To this end, we have
taken an active stance in the industry,
spearheading several safety initiatives –
such as becoming a founding partner
of the HiLo Risk Management which
develops risk models for various types of
vessels, and Partners in Maritime Safety,
an industry safety programme that has
contributed to a 200% decrease in
serious accidents since 2012.

We are proud that our commitment to
safety is being reflected in the progress
we see in our key metrics. Year on year
reports on safety performance of our
managed fleet continue to improve from
already strong bases.  Lost Time Incident
Frequency, the rate of seafarer accident
related absence, has fallen 35% from
2018 to 2019, and we are committed to
improving this trend across all safety and
social related metrics, for example PSC
performance and unplanned downtime,
over the coming years – committing to
at least a 10% reduction target in all
safety related KPI metrics in 2020.

Developing a highly trained workforce
is of key importance to create and
maintain this safety culture. We have
formed and implemented over 20
mandatory courses for our seafarers
that exceed International Convention
on Standards of Training, Certification
and Watchkeeping for Seafarers
(1978/1995/2010) standards.

Key metric
Lost Time Incident Rate
Total Number of Marine Incidents
Bribery and Corruption Charges

2019 Disclosure
0.25
64 (rate of 2.25)
$0

2020 Target / Improvement
0.23 (-10%)
Rate of 2.17 (-10%)
$0

Average Number of Conditions of
Class / Inspection

0.40

All vessels maintained to class
and flag requirements

Average PSC Deficiencies /
Inspection

1.075

0.97 (-10%)

However, our passion for education
doesn’t stop there – shoreside employees
have access to a wealth of training
opportunities – from management and
leadership development programmes, to
assistance in funding external courses in
Our relevant senior executives will personal development, foreign language,
continue to have their remuneration and further education.
linked to HSEQ (Health, Safety,
Environment and Quality) metrics, and
all employees will continue to be
proactively encouraged and rewarded
to speak out when they witness or are
involved in unsafe practices though
our “Speak Up” and “Stop The Job”
programmes.
This belief in being safest operator in the
marine services industry is mirrored in
our external commitments. We have a
responsibility to work with the industry
to create a safe working environment
8 | V.Group
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Leadership & Governance
V.Group adopts several high-level company-wide policies that encompass
ESG principles which cover our operational approach.
The shipping industry is male dominated. 98%
of seafarers are male (IMO, 2020), and these
seafarers, with their hands-on experience,
often go on to be executives on shore in the
industry.
Our recruitment has always championed equal
opportunities, regardless of sex / gender, sexual
orientation or ethnicity. However, we realise
that there is more to be done and a need to
continue the promotion of diversity throughout
our organisation. This commitment is reflected
in our enhanced focus on developing talent
management practices across V.Group and
demonstrated through our long-standing
Global Graduate Development Programme.
On a global basis, V.Group has a gender
distribution of 49% female and 51% male on
shore. We will continue to create a working
environment and culture that enables our
female colleagues to maximise their full
potential.
This first step of disclosing our ESG metrics
is the start of a long journey. Over the next
year and beyond, we are committed to
listen, learn, create and implement policies
which promote diversity across V.Group.
Although we do not have a group-wide ESG
policy, we adopt several high-level companywide policies that encompass ESG principles.
These cover our operational approach and are
defined by annually set goals and objectives.
To ensure we are on the right track, we review
these on a regular basis and introduce change,
if needed, so as to continually improve our
progress in these areas.
Over the next year we will be looking to create
a group-wide ESG policy that incorporates
our ambitions, as well as incorporating all
the good work already being done.
The mental well-being of our colleagues has
been a key focus of ours over the past year.
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To ensure this continues to be of utmost
importance we have created a group-wide
mental well-being policy, which is in line with
industry best-practices, and we have formed a
multi-disciplinary committee of enthusiastic
and knowledgeable employees from all parts
of the organisation. The committee already
has several initiatives underway, in addition
to the Employees Assistance Programme
(EAP) which launched for seafarers in April.
The committee’s 2020 achievements will be
reported in next year’s disclosure paper.

Description
% Men
% Women

Board

Group Executive
Team

Extended
Leadership Team

Total
Employees

100

89

92

51

0

11

8

49

Through the Board of Directors, V.Group
complies with all mandatory regulations and
guidelines set out in the Companies Act, with
a specific duty to promote the success of the
company with environmental issues at the
forefront of decision making. At present targets
are set through quantifiable KPI’s in three
categories: People, Property (incl. Environment)
& Process. These are continuously reviewed
internally, and we also ensure we meet or
exceed industry benchmarks while complying
with regulatory authorities and organisations.
We are actively looking for organisations
we can join to improve our ESG related
credentials further.
HSEQ (Health, Safety, Environmental and
Quality) achievements have always been a
considered factor when setting remuneration
and rewards for our employees. This will
continue as ESG / HSEQ accountability is of
key importance in our progress.
V.Group is committed to conducting its
business with honesty and integrity and
expects all colleagues, whether ashore or at
sea, to maintain these high standards. Noncompliance and malpractice are unacceptable
and our ‘Open Reporting Policy’ allows
colleagues to report any concerns without fear
of reproach.
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Cruise
The cruise industry as a whole has a collective responsibility to drive forward
progress in environmental performance. V.Group will lead that charge.

Metrics on cruising in sensitive marine
areas and progress reports will be made in
next year’s disclosure paper.
The need to reduce carbon emissions to net
zero as rapidly as possible, and no later than
2050, combined with responsible use of the
world’s resources, is a clear focus of V.Group.
The cruise industry has a collective
responsibility to advance these goals.
Being a proud member of this industry, we
are committed to working with cruise lines to
actively promote and encourage our cruise line
partners to deliver sustainable tourism and,
for our part, deliver improved sustainability
performance within the areas which we have
direct control.
The approach we are taking to supporting
the industry in moving to a sustainable
future includes encouraging our business
partners and suppliers to progress towards
sustainable operations, as well as analysing
and minimising our own operation’s impact.
In line with KPI targets, our cruise business
unit, jointly with the cruise operator, will assist
in reducing the amount of plastic waste
processed through on-board recycling and
reduction schemes.
We have extended our emission reduction
processes to suppliers by promoting waste
minimising packaging, and carbon-efficient
supply chains.
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Total Fleet Energy
Consumption
Environmental

We are serious about our commitment
to minimising our environmental impact
particularly given the pristine environments in
which many of our managed ships operate.

Our commitment to Coalition Zero – operating
viable zero emission vessels by 2030, extends to
our cruise fleet, where we prioritise developing
business with like-minded companies who are
also committed to these goals. Where our port
operations team is engaged, to guide towards
more sustainable and efficient itineraries, we
have been taking advantage of the trend for
slower cruising and undertaking wind and
current analysis, to reduce the distances
travelled, and associated speed and fuel
consumption.
The age profile of our fleet reduced during
2019, introducing new ships fitted with modern
systems, resulting in efficient processing and
consequential reduction in emissions and
waste streams. We will continue to target
new business which will further a reduction in
overall fleet age profile.
In 2020, we engaged with the Principality
of Monaco to study the requirements and
benefits of installing shore power at their cruise
terminal and in 2019 we have partnered with
REV Ocean, which will become the world’s
largest research, expedition yacht focussed
on climate research and environmental
preservation of our oceans.
We know there is still a lot of work to be done,
and we are committed to being part of the
solution – not the problem.
Note: 2019 is considered a data gathering year and 2020
targets / absolute improvement figures, (due to COVID-19
impact on the cruise industry including the leisure fleet ),
will be relevant for the period in operation only (operational
stop period currently unknown and to be excluded).

2019 Disclosure

Green House Gasses

Social

V.Group provided ship management services
to 10 cruise / passenger vessels for clients in
2019. Three of these vessels were involved in
Antarctic operations.

Metric

171,995 t CO2-e
2, 211, 091GJs
(0% from Renewable sources)

Air Pollutant

Discharge

2020 Target / Improvement

5,967 mt
Treated

96,604m3 (39%)

Untreated

150,417m3 (61%)

An absolute  target figure for  
consumption emissions rated
figures cannot be set due to
vessel layup due to Covid-19
2019 considered a data
collection year

Total Number of Notices
of Violations Received for
Dumping

0

0

Number of Alleged Crime
Incidents Involving
Passengers or Employees

1*

0 (-100%)

Fleet Average CDC Vessel
Sanitation Program
Inspection Score

96 (0 failures)

>96 (0 failures)

Total Number of Serious
Injuries per Million
Passengers

0

0

Total Number of Voyages on
which the Gastrointestinal
Illness Count Exceeded Two
Percent of the Total Number
of Passengers or Crew On
Board.

1

0 (-100%)

Seafarers Who Worked
Maximum Allowable Hours
at least Once During the
Reporting Period
PSC Deficiencies
(per Inspection)

70%

32 (1.39)

≤70%

1.17 (-10%)

Total Number of Marine
Incidents

5

4 (≥10%)

% Classified as Very Serious

0

0
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Our Group’s Future

Group Marine Services
V.Group is one of the largest marine services providers in the world, leading
the way in technical maintenance and support for the commercial shipping,
offshore, leisure and defence sectors.

300,000

Seafarers & Crew
transported each year

3TB

39,000,000

through vessels each month

served to crew each year

Data provided to crew

V.Group Marine Services facilitates V.Group’s
operations. We do it all – from repatriating
crew, supervising new builds, performing
above and below water repairs and
maintenance, to providing insurance cover,
catering services, and an industry leading
digital platform and supply chain expertise. All
of our marine services brands collectively form
a comprehensive marine support offering and
global network making V.Group the market
leader in the industry.
We are committed to incorporating ESG
metric disclosure into all brands that are part
of V.Group. Over the coming months we will
be setting out the road map to measure and
set targets for brand relevant ESG measures
and how we intend to reach them. A number
of our services already have a positive
ESG effect for our clients and the industry,
assisting them in their own sustainability and
safety promoting goals. SeaTec, for example,
maintains and monitors the performance and
efficiency of ships and shipboard equipment,
which in turn helps ensure environmental
emissions are maintained at the lowest
possible levels.
Our closed circuit hull cleaning and propeller
polishing, provided by SeaTec, has allowed
many vessels to improve efficiency, without
any adverse environmental impacts. This
means that our 100% environmentally friendly
closed circuit propeller polishing system and
hull cleaning services can be carried out in the
even the most strictly regulated ports.
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Nutritious meals

1,900

V. Group places great importance on our approach to the pursuit of excellence in all our
operations around the world. Our ongoing ambition is to focus on delivering flawless ship
management services, whilst strengthening our position as a leading provider of marine
support services and committing ourselves to continuous improvement in every area.
By disclosing our ESG metrics we want our business partners and colleagues to have
transparency about our operations, to clearly articulate our targets, and progress toward more
sustainable operations. We know we are at the start of our journey of constant improvement,
but we are ambitious, and committed to progress.

Crew trained in our

onshore training centres

During 2019, the COVID-19 pandemic posed
an extreme risk to our seafarers. In line with
our commitment to safety and to ensure their
protection, we supplied, through Oceanic
Medical Solutions, more than 14,000 Rapid
Test Kits, which detect the presence of
COVID-19 antibodies from a blood sample,
across our fleet. Each vessel received 25 kits.
Full reporting on this will be disclosed in our
2020 disclosure. For our full service disclosure
please see the 2019 Metric Disclosure paper.

Disclaimer
This report draws on metrics defined by the Sustainability Accounting Standards Board’s (SASB) MARINE TRANSPORTATION:
Sustainability Accounting Standard Sustainable Industry Classification System® (SICS®) TR-MT Prepared by the Sustainability
Accounting Standards Board (October 2018), as well as drawing on relevant disclosure metrics set out by “Reporting for Signatories,
United Nations: Principles for Responsible Investing (PRI) 2020.”  
The SASB Logo © 2020. Reprinted with permission from The SASB Foundation. All rights reserved.
Supplementary disclosure metrics designed by Infrastructure Technical International Ltd (ITI).
All rights belong to their respective owners.
All information is assumed to be correct at time of publication. Some metrics have been calculated through engineering calculations.
ITI Network accepts no responsibility for the truthfulness, or validity of the reported metrics.
Copyright © 2020 by Infrastructure Technical International Ltd (ITI). All rights reserved by the author.
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